Abstract. One of the most utilised criteria for segmenting an image is the gray level values of the pixels in it. The information for identifying similar gray values is usually extracted from the image histogram. We have analysed the problems that may arise when the histogram is automatically characterised in terms of multiple Gaussian distributions and solutions have been proposed for special situations that we have named degenerated modes. The convergence of the method is based in the expectation maximisation algorithm and its performance has been tested on images from different application fields like medical imaging, robotic vision and quality control.
Introduction
Image segmentation is one of the most challenging problems in computer vision. A lot of work has been devoted to solve this problem [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , but it seems still impossible to find a general solution able to deal with all the problems that may arise in a successful and robust way. In this work we are going to focus in the methods that rely on the grey level similarity for selecting the regions of interest in an image. This is one of the most utilised approaches to image segmentation and it is based on the hypothesis that pixels with similar intensities will belong to the same region. This is not true in general but it is in a large number of computer vision applications, specially in indoor scenes and illumination controlled environments.
In such cases the images can present dark objects on a bright background or vice-versa. Then, the image is said to be bi-modal. On the same basis, if n layers of intensity are found in an image then it is called s n-modal image and each layer is called a mode. If a meaning in terms of regions of interest can be assigned to some of the layers, then the identification and isolation of these layers can be a good way to segment the image into meaningful parts and the question is, where to look for the information for such an identification.
The image histogram, h(z), is the most valuable information about the grey level distribution in an image and a number of authors have used different algorithms for histogram characterisation in order to extract from it the parameters needed for image segmentation [2, 6, 7, 8] . The algorithms dealing with histograms are usually fast because operations are O(N z ), where N z is the number of grey level intensities. This characterisation is usually performed using parametric functions that permit to describe h(z) in terms of the parameters that characterise those functions. The problem is, therefore, to select the functions and then determine the values of the parameters from the values of the histogram frequencies h(z j ), j = 0, ..., N z − 1.
The majority of the literature works with gaussians as parametric functions p(z|ω i ) = G(z|µ i , σ 2 i ), that are able to characterise the histograms in terms of their means µ i and variances σ 2 i , in addition to the a priori probabilities, P (ω i ) associated to each mode. This way, the histogram is described as a mixture of gaussians
and the characterisation can be computed as an expectation maximisation problem using the EM algorithm [9] which converges to the maximum likelihood estimate of the mixture parameters. Also, the Gaussian parameters can be used to calculate thresholds to separate different modes in the histogram [10, 11] .
The most common case in artificial vision is to have a bimodal image in which
is the density probability function of grey level z in mode i, i = 0, 1 (two modes: dark and bright), but there are also a number of applications in which the images present more than two models in a natural way, like medical image analysis or industrial inspection environments.
We are going to focus in the convergence of the algorithm in some situations in which degenerated modes may occur. This mode degeneration can be caused by a number of situations: 1) border effects due to sensor effects, one or two modes can be biased to the extremes of the histogram due to the saturation of the sensor; 2) highly-modal analysis, a large number of functions in multi-modal analysis may cause that some of the modes are restricted to very few pixels, not enough to apply a normality criterion on them; and 3) preprocessing stages like compression or normalisation can cause uneven frequency distributions in the histogram that lead the traditional algorithms to fail. We propose a methodology to isolate the degenerated modes that may appear from a background of normality during the convergence and then continue with the method until a successful characterisation of the overall histogram.
Histogram Robust Characterisation

Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimation
As stated above a possible method to estimate the parameters defining the mixture model is the expectation maximisation algorithm (EM).
Due to the stochastic component of the image histogram h(z), a natural way to deal with it is to consider the histogram as a mixture of Gaussian densities h(z) = i P (ω i )p(z|ω i ), and P (ω i ) is the a priori probability of mode i; then, we can consider the histogram characterisation like a parametric unsupervised learning problem [12] where the means µ i , standard deviations σ i , a priori probability functions P (ω i ), and a posteriori probability functions P (ω i |z) of the modes are unknowns, while the number of modes remain constant and equal to n. If we assume normal distributions, the maximum likelihood estimators for these quantities cam be computed, using a iterative procedure, through the following equations [12]:μ
where h(z j ) represents the frequencies for each grey level z j , j ∈ [0, N z ] and
is the probability of grey level z in mode i taking into account that grey levels are discrete while p(z|ω i ) are continuous density functions.
Initialisation These equations can be solved starting from some reasonable values. For this, we have used the k-means clustering algorithm [12] in order to foundμ [0] i and the initial data classification to compute the rest of the initial parameters. This algorithm provide approximate initial values for the parameters in a fast way and its use is recommended for this task [12].
Degenerated Modes
The presence of degenerated modes during the iterative procedure is detected in running time through the conditionσ In order to be sure about the convergence of the method for the whole parameter set during the iterative process, and to prevent the possible variation in the values forP (ω j |z i ) j = i due to class overlapping, it is preferable to assume that normality is held in the next iteration by actually taking a Gaussian characterised byσ 
Convergence
The computational cost associated to the iterative algorithm is very sensitive to the stop conditions imposed to it. According to the discrete and one-dimensional condition of our problem it is not necessary for these stop conditions to be very restrictive. Thus, the algorithm stops at the iteration t when all the following conditions are held: |μ
This set of conditions permits us to be sure that any gray level will not have an appreciable probability of being assigned to an improper mode. With these conditions the iterative procedure converges very quickly and is very fast for application purposes.
Results and Discussion
Bimodal Case
The ideal situation in computer vision systems is to deal with images that present an histogram with two Gaussian-like hills like that of figure 1. In that case the proposed method performs in a similar way to other based on maximum likelihood estimation [10] , entropy maximisation [13] , or moment preservation [14, 15] .
The threshold t is determined as the grey level for which both gaussians cross. That value is the z j satisfying
This equation can be solved for t and a second degree equation is obtained: [10] 134 Entropy maximisation [13] 168 Moment preservation [14] 150 Moment preservation [15] 154
From both possible solutions, only one is valid. See table 1 for a comparative calculation of the threshold that separates both modes for the histogram in figure 1.
The described situation can be found mostly in the laboratory or in industrial environments where the light conditions are perfectly controlled, but this is not always possible.
Even in those controlled environments the sensor can work in not so comfortable situations, providing images that are very bright or very dark, and then one of the modes will be biased (or even "smashed") to the right or to the left zone of the grey level range, and in this situation the assumption of normality is no longer valid. We analyse what happens with this kind of histogram in the next section.
Degenerated Modes Appear in Histogram Extremes
Due to saturation of sensors, the histogram can present one of its modes displaced to one of the extremes of the histogram. In that case a degenerated mode appears as a spike, usually for the limit value 0 or N z . An example can be found in Fig. 2 . There, a big spike is presented at z = N z and h(N z ) = 0.28, therefore, close to a 30% of the total amount of pixels in the image have a grey level value of 255. This spike is a mode by itself, corresponding to the bright part of the image, but this histogram can not be solved by the traditional methods. Note that the dark mode can be easily explained as a Gaussian but the bright mode appears to the right as a very high spike Nevertheless, during the convergence of the proposed method, this degenerated mode is detected and isolated from the rest of the histogram, avoiding the rest of the data to converge to the rest of modes that have been requested. In the example of Fig. 2 , two modes were requested. The bright mode converged to the degenerated one and the dark mode fitted the remaining data with a Gaussian.
Multi-modal Case
There are a number of applications in which the images present more than two models in a natural way, for example in medical image analysis (where background, bone tissue and soft tissue appear) or industrial inspection environments (background, objects and shadows). In Fig. 3 an example is shown of a radiographic image that has been characterised using 4 modes. It is observed how the Gaussian modes fit to the data in the histogram.
If the number of modes is large, it is very likely that some of them will contain a small number of pixels, not enough to provide a Gaussian mode and therefore, a degenerated mode will appear. In those cases, the algorithm detects and isolates those modes and converges without any problems.
We have tried to run our method with a high number of modes (up to 50 modes) without problems. When these problems appeared it was due to the initialisation algorithm. When the number of modes is very high, the k-means clustering algorithm can provide modes to which no pixels are found. In this situation the algorithm can not run.
Processed Images
If the source of the images are not sensors but other low-level stages in a computer imaging system, like image enhancing, restoring, compression, etc. then the image histogram can present a profile that can not be processed with the Fig. 4 for an example of the histogram of an image after a compression/decompression process. Note that both modes (dark and bright, corresponding to tools and background respectively) have been properly characterised and the height of the gaussians is clearly lower than the frequencies of the histogram because there are a lot of zeroes between each pair of non zero histogram values and the gaussians try to fit the total density where they are defined.
This kind of histogram could be also regarded as a collection of degenerated modes, one for each h(z) = 0. We have tried to run our algorithm in such conditions but the k-means initialisation algorithm is not able to provide a good set of parameters with such kind of data. This is the same situation as in the very high-modal problem described above. On the other hand, finding those values using k-means would be the same as to solve the problem in that case without the aid of our method.
Conclusions
We have studied the problems that may arise when an image histogram is automatically characterised in terms of multiple Gaussian distributions. In the general case, specially when the images are very contrasted or a high number of modes are wanted, the frequencies in the histogram do not hold the hypothesis of being described as a Gaussian mixture. We have proposed a method able to detect and separate those degenerated modes from the convergence of an expectation maximisation algorithm (EM) with the rest of normal modes present in the histogram.
The algorithm and its performance has been tested successfully on images from different application fields like medical imaging, robotic vision and quality control and in critical situations like sensor saturation, multi-modal analysis and histograms of processed images.
